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AN lMPROVED INSPECT’ION 
TECHNIQUE 

oftware reviews arc not a new idea. They have been 
around almost as long as software has. One ofthe most 
natural ways to check if something is correct is to look 
at it. Babbage and -on Neumann regularly asked col- 
leagues to examine their programs 161. In the 1950s 
and 196Os, large software projects often included some 
sort of software review. By the 197Os, various 
review methods had emerged with different names: 
software reviews, technical reviews, formal reviews, 
walkthroughs, structured walkthroughs, and code 
inspections. Each review method had different forms 
to fdl out, different review team sizes and makeup, and 
so on, but none suggested any approach for reviewing 
the software or other work product other than just 
looking at it and discussing it. 

One might wonder why reviews are used at all, 
since most software is tested anyway. There are several 
reasons for doing something other than testing. 
+nong these reasons are the expense and insuffii- 
cxncy oftesting. Linger et al. state “It is well known 
that a software system cannot be made r&able by 
testing” [lo]. Similarly, in support of inspections 

in cngincG+troski states in his text To En$neer Is Humax 

,G+een todn~, iike Galileo three andn ha~fcenturies agq a,e not su@rhuman. Thry make 
m&&s 2n their a.mmptionr, in their calculations, in their conclrrriom. That they make 
mistaker tifo@nble; that thg catch them ti imperative. Thm it k the emnce ofmodnn 
en~ineen~n~ not only to be able 10 check one’s own work, but also to have one’s work checked 
and to be able to check the work of others [13, ,c? 521. 

Since independent inspections are routine in many other disciplines, such as 
financial accounting and building construction, it is surprising that inspection 
is not a significant element of software development. 

Empirical evidence has emerged showing that review methods based on 
human examination of a paper version of a work product can have considerable 
benefit, usually by lowering the number of errors in the software. Freedman and 
Weinberg [5] report that in large systems, reviews have reduced the number of 
errors reaching the testing stages by a factor of 10. They report that this reduc- 
tion cut testing costs by 50 to 80% including review costs. Fagan, referring to 
results compiled by Russell [14], states that “65 to 90% ofoperational defects are 
detected by inspection at ‘I+ to V3 the cost oftesting and removed at ‘17 to ‘12 the 
cost” 141. Despite their demonstrated performance, existing review methods are 
far from universally accepted. 

Although successful, existing review methods have some limitations. For 
example, existing methods are not always carried out rigorously and there- 

fore do not necessarily achieve thei 
full potential. This inconsistent 
means that, although existing reviw 
methods are cost-effective statistical1 
and generally beneficial to softwar 
development, they do not ensure that 
,bnrticular work product has any cleat 
cut quality after review. In additior 
the usual dependence of reviews o 
human efforts limits their effec 
tiveness. Supplementing the revie 
process with computer re~owces per 
mits more efficient use of human tim 
and more complete coverage of iten 
that have to be reviewed. 

In this article we describe a 
enhanced technique for the inspectio 
of software work products called phase 
imfmtiom. This technique is designe 
to permit the inspection process tot 
consistently rigorous, tailorable, eff 
cient in its use of resources, and con 
puter supported. Phased inspectior 
examine the work product in a serit 
of small inspections termed phase 
each ofwhich is designed to ascertai 
whether the work product possess< 
some desirable property. The ski1 
of the staff performing a phase al 
tailored to the goals of the phase, an 
the checking that is performed durip 
a given phase is defined precisely an 
computer supported. 

As well as describing an enhance 
review process for software enginee 
to follow, we also present details ( 
a comprehensive toolset to suppo 
phased inspections. The toolset con 
tains extensive facilities that assist d 
inspector, thereby allowing inspection 
to proceed rapidly. The toolset al! 
supports checking of the proces 
thereby helping to ensure that inspe 
tions are carried out as required. 
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